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Thal amyloid phase, which describes the pattern of progressive amyloid-b plaque deposition in Alzheimer’s disease, was incorpo-

rated into the latest National Institute of Ageing – Alzheimer’s Association neuropathologic assessment guidelines. Amyloid bio-

markers (positron emission tomography and cerebrospinal fluid) were included in clinical diagnostic guidelines for Alzheimer’s

disease dementia published by the National Institute of Ageing – Alzheimer’s Association and the International Work group. Our

first goal was to evaluate the correspondence of Thal amyloid phase to Braak tangle stage and ante-mortem clinical characteristics

in a large autopsy cohort. Second, we examined the relevance of Thal amyloid phase in a prospectively-followed autopsied cohort

who underwent ante-mortem 11C-Pittsburgh compound B imaging; using the large autopsy cohort to broaden our perspective of
11C-Pittsburgh compound B results. The Mayo Clinic Jacksonville Brain Bank case series (n = 3618) was selected regardless of

ante-mortem clinical diagnosis and neuropathologic co-morbidities, and all assigned Thal amyloid phase and Braak tangle stage

using thioflavin-S fluorescent microscopy. 11C-Pittsburgh compound B studies from Mayo Clinic Rochester were available for 35

participants scanned within 2 years of death. Cortical 11C-Pittsburgh compound B values were calculated as a standard uptake

value ratio normalized to cerebellum grey/white matter. In the high likelihood Alzheimer’s disease brain bank cohort (n = 1375),

cases with lower Thal amyloid phases were older at death, had a lower Braak tangle stage, and were less frequently APOE-"4

positive. Regression modelling in these Alzheimer’s disease cases, showed that Braak tangle stage, but not Thal amyloid phase

predicted age at onset, disease duration, and final Mini-Mental State Examination score. In contrast, Thal amyloid phase, but not

Braak tangle stage or cerebral amyloid angiopathy predicted 11C-Pittsburgh compound B standard uptake value ratio. In the 35

cases with ante-mortem amyloid imaging, a transition between Thal amyloid phases 1 to 2 seemed to correspond to 11C-Pittsburgh

compound B standard uptake value ratio of 1.4, which when using our pipeline is the cut-off point for detection of clear amyloid-

positivity regardless of clinical diagnosis. Alzheimer’s disease cases who were older and were APOE-"4 negative tended to have

lower amyloid phases. Although Thal amyloid phase predicted clinical characteristics of Alzheimer’s disease patients, the pre-

mortem clinical status was driven by Braak tangle stage. Thal amyloid phase correlated best with 11C-Pittsburgh compound B

values, but not Braak tangle stage or cerebral amyloid angiopathy. The 11C-Pittsburgh compound B cut-off point value of 1.4 was

approximately equivalent to a Thal amyloid phase of 1–2.
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease is a multi-proteinopathy, involving both

extracellular amyloid-b deposits (i.e. amyloid-b plaques)

and intracellular accumulation of post-translationally mod-

ified tau proteins [i.e. neurofibrillary tangles (NFT)], re-

cently reviewed by Murray et al. (2014). Both proteins

are considered to develop in a topographic pattern that

can be stereotypically assessed using Thal amyloid phase

for amyloid-b plaques (Thal et al., 2002) and Braak NFT

staging (Braak and Braak, 1991). Braak NFT staging was

incorporated in the 1997 National Institute on Ageing

(NIA) consensus recommendations for post-mortem diag-

nosis of Alzheimer’s disease, and is widely validated by

clinicopathological studies that demonstrate strong associ-

ations with greater severity of cognitive decline (Duyckaerts

et al., 1997; Bennett et al., 2004; Sabbagh et al., 2010;

Nelson et al., 2012). Thal amyloid phase was recently

incorporated into the latest NIA-Alzheimer’s Association’s

(NIA-AA) neuropathologic assessment guidelines (Hyman

et al., 2012; Montine et al., 2012), which is of particular

importance as amyloid biomarkers (e.g. PET and amyloid-b
CSF) have been included in NIA-AA clinical diagnostic

guidelines for Alzheimer’s disease dementia (Albert et al.,

2011; Jack et al., 2011; McKhann et al., 2011).

Ante-mortem imaging with amyloid labelling ligands,

such as 11C-Pittsburgh compound B (PiB), is a direct meas-

ure of amyloid-b plaque load (Klunk et al., 2004; Bacskai

et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2007; Lockhart et al., 2007;

Sojkova et al., 2011; Driscoll et al., 2012; Kantarci et al.,

2012b). Since its introduction a decade ago (Klunk et al.,

2004), investigative work with PiB-PET imaging continues

to rapidly evolve. Amyloid imaging is now incorporated

into research diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer’s disease as

well as preclinical stages of the disease (Jack et al., 2011;

McKhann et al., 2011; Sperling et al., 2011). Given the

limits of a decade or less of experience with the technique,

however, there are still many unanswered questions about

what it is measuring. Cut-off points denoting PiB-positivity

are based on quantitative measures of PiB retention (Rowe

et al., 2007; Jack et al., 2008). The relationship between

the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s

Disease (CERAD) ‘neuritic’ plaque score and ante-mortem

PiB-PET imaging shows a range between moderate to high

agreement (Sojkova et al., 2011; Driscoll et al., 2012). The

CERAD score is a semiquantitative assessment of neuritic

and cored plaques (Mirra et al., 1991), both of which have

fibrillar forms of amyloid that bind the fluorescent ana-

logue of PiB or radiolabelled PiB (Lockhart et al., 2007;

Ikonomovic et al., 2008). CERAD does not capture the

severity of diffuse plaques (non-fibrillar amyloid), which

are commonly found at autopsy in ageing brains (Nelson

et al., 2012). There is evidence, however, that PiB binds to

diffuse plaques, as well as cerebral amyloid angiopathy in

the vessels and parenchyma (Johnson et al., 2007; Lockhart

et al., 2007; Ikonomovic et al., 2008; Niedowicz et al.,

2012). Thal amyloid phase does not discriminate among

plaque types, but neither does it consider cerebral amyloid

angiopathy. Thus, prompting us to investigate neuropatho-

logic measures that drive the association with cortical PiB-

PET standard uptake value (SUV) ratios.

Our first goal was to retrospectively classify a large brain

bank cohort using recommended criteria for Thal amyloid

phase (Thal et al., 2002) to examine the range of quantitative

senile plaque pathology and Braak NFT stage (Braak and

Braak, 1991). Our second goal was to examine demographic

[e.g. gender, education, apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotype]

and clinicopathological associations (e.g. age of onset, disease

duration) with Thal amyloid phase in a subset of Alzheimer’s

disease cases from the brain bank. Our third goal was to

examine which Thal amyloid phase corresponds to a

PiB-PET SUV ratio cut-off point score of 1.4 in a separate

prospectively-followed autopsied cohort with ante-mortem

PiB-PET; and lastly to investigate the relevance of Braak

NFT stage and severity of cerebral amyloid angiopathy.

Materials and methods

Study samples

The brain bank for neurodegenerative disorders at Mayo
Clinic Jacksonville was queried for all cases with cortical
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amyloid-b plaques that were received on or before 14
November 2013. Of the 4493 available autopsies, 3618 had
sufficient information to retrospectively assign a Thal amyloid
phase (Thal et al., 2002) (described below). Cases were not
excluded for co-existing pathology. The final study cohort
included 3618 autopsied individuals (1940 males and 1678
females; age at death 29–105 years) who had a Thal amyloid
phase 0 through phase 5. Note that case selection was per-
formed based on neuropathological diagnosis and not ante-
mortem clinical diagnosis.

Of the 63 participants with an ante-mortem PiB-PET scan
who came to autopsy between May 2008 and June 2014, 35
cases were available for this study (24 males and 11 females;
aged 56–95). They were prospectively followed in the Mayo
Clinic Alzheimer’s Disease Research Centre or Mayo Clinic
Study of Ageing in Rochester and had an ante-mortem PET
and MRI within 2 years of death. All patients or their inform-
ants signed consent to disclosure of clinical information, neu-
roimaging, and brain donation with appropriate ethical
approval from the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board.

Procedures

Ante-mortem clinical history for age at onset of cognitive
symptoms, education, and Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE) score (Folstein et al., 1975) was retrospectively ab-
stracted from clinical reports for the Mayo Clinic Jacksonville
series, with investigators blinded to Thal amyloid phase. Time
elapsed from age of onset and last MMSE to death was cal-
culated by subtracting the date of onset or MMSE test date,
respectively. Time was converted to years by dividing by
365.25. The final MMSE score was recorded if MMSE test
date was within 3 years of death.

Upon neuropathologic examination, Mayo Clinic
Jacksonville brains were received for evaluation with the left
hemibrain formalin-fixed and the right frozen at �80�. Brain
weight represents the fixed specimen that was calculated based
upon doubling the weight of the available (usually left) hemi-
brain. A standardized dissection and sampling method was
used as described previously (Terry et al., 1987). Tissue sam-
ples were processed and embedded in paraffin blocks. Mayo
Clinic Rochester brains were sampled and examined according
to the CERAD protocol (Mirra et al., 1991). Comparable cor-
tical and subcortical slides were sent to Mayo Clinic
Jacksonville for staining and assessment. Senile plaques and
NFT were assessed and severity of amyloid angiopathy
scored with thioflavin-S fluorescent microscopy, as previously
described (Murray et al., 2011). The thioflavin-S staining
protocol we used for these studies is sensitive to all senile
plaque types (e.g. diffuse, cored, and neuritic) (Dickson
et al., 1992), which were each included with a truncated max-
imum of 50 plaques per 3 mm2 using a �10 objective
(Supplementary Fig. 1). At the time of diagnosis Mayo Clinic
Jacksonville brains were assigned a Braak NFT stage using
thioflavin-S (Braak and Braak, 1991), with retrospective as-
sessment on Mayo Clinic Rochester brains performed subse-
quent to thioflavin-S staining. Thal amyloid phase was
assigned for Mayo Clinic Jacksonville brains by retrospectively
assessing senile plaque quantification of neocortex (i.e. mid-
frontal, inferior parietal or superior temporal cortex) and
hippocampus using thioflavin-S staining results as supported
in the latest NIA-AA recommendations (Hyman et al., 2012;

Montine et al., 2012). Neuropathologic reports were ab-
stracted for non-database material on basal ganglia and cere-
bellum to complete Thal amyloid phase evaluation (Thal et al.,
2002). We do not currently evaluate senile plaques in the
superior colliculus or substantia nigra, but the CA4 of the
hippocampus performs as well if not better (Thal et al.,
2002). The maximum Thal amyloid phase was assigned if
senile plaques were found in: Phase 1: neocortex; Phase 2:
CA1/subiculum of the hippocampus; Phase 3: basal ganglia;
Phase 4: CA4 of the hippocampus; and Phase 5: cerebellar
molecular layer. Supplementary Fig. 1 illustrates regional as-
sessment of senile plaques on thioflavin-S microscopy for Thal
amyloid phase. TAR DNA binding protein 43 (TARDBP, pre-
viously known as TDP-43) positivity (Amador-Ortiz et al.,
2007) and Lewy body disease type (Uchikado et al., 2006)
was assessed using immunohistochemical methods, as previ-
ously described. The presence of significant vascular disease
was based on Jellinger and Attems (2003) incidence study.
Global cerebral amyloid angiopathy was assessed using a semi-
quantitative severity measure of 0 = none; 1 = mild; 2 = moder-
ate; 3 = severe from the most severely affected region.

PET imaging was performed in Mayo Clinic Rochester using
the 11C amyloid tracer PiB with four 5-min dynamic frames
acquired 40–60 min after injection, as previously described
(Jack et al., 2008; Kantarci et al., 2012a). Standard correc-
tions, co-registrations, and normalization to internal references
were applied (Jack et al., 2008; Kantarci et al., 2012a). Briefly,
PiB-PET images were co-registered to the T1-weighted MRI
scan of the subject with a custom modified anatomical label-
ling atlas. Atlas labels in the custom template space were
warped to the native T1 MRI space of the subject, as previ-
ously described (Kantarci et al., 2012a). PiB-PET cortical re-
gions of interest were partial volume corrected and included
both grey matter and white matter without segmentation. PiB-
PET uptake was normalized to cerebellar grey/white matter
uptake to obtain SUV ratios for brain regions. The meta-
region of interest used to measure cortical retention of PiB
included an average of the bilateral prefrontal, orbitofrontal,
temporal, parietal, anterior cingulate, posterior cingulate, and
precuneus regions (Jack et al., 2008). Using our pipeline we
defined the threshold for PiB-positivity at the cut-off point that
corresponded to a 90% sensitivity of clinically diagnosed
Alzheimer’s disease subjects with an abnormal PET scan
(Jack et al., 2014), which corresponds to a PiB-PET SUV
ratio51.4.

For APOE genotyping, DNA was obtained from frozen
brain tissue using standard protocols. Each sample was geno-
typed for APOE-"2, -"3, and -"4 with TaqMan� chemistry
(Applied Biosystems).

Statistical analysis

SigmaPlot v12 and SAS (version 9.3, SAS Institute Inc.) were
used to perform all statistical analyses. The median and inter-
quartile ranges are reported along with the unadjusted
P-values from a two-sided, two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum
test or Kruskal Wallis test for the continuous variables. For
categorical variables, the number of subjects is reported as well
as the per cent and P-values from a chi-squared test. On Mayo
Clinic Jacksonville Alzheimer’s disease cases, multiple linear
regression analyses are reported between clinical course (age
of onset, disease duration, final MMSE score) and pathology
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variables—adjusted for age at death, brain weight, APOE-"4,
and presence of co-existing Lewy body disease. Regression
analysis reported on the final score of MMSE was additionally
adjusted by education. On Mayo Clinic Rochester autopsied
PiB-PET participants, a multiple linear regression analysis of
PiB-PET SUV ratio and pathology variables (Thal amyloid
phase, Braak NFT stage, CERAD ‘neuritic’ plaque score, and
severity of cerebral amyloid angiopathy) was adjusted for
APOE-"4 status, age at PET scan, and time between PET
scan and death.

Results

Amyloid-b plaque burden and Braak
NFT stage differs across Thal amyloid
phase

The Mayo Clinic Jacksonville Brain Bank cases stratified by

Thal amyloid phase 0–5 and thioflavin-S plaque counts are

graphically displayed in Fig. 1. Primary cortices were not

used to assign Thal amyloid phase, but were included in the

graph to gain a perspective difference across association

cortices, primary cortices, and allocortical (hippocampal)

regions. What is perhaps most striking is the number of

plaques in allocortical regions is far less compared to asso-

ciation cortices, which were already truncated to a max-

imum count of 50 plaques. Despite expected differences

between cortical and hippocampal regions with each incre-

ment in Thal amyloid phase, the interquartile range

included, as part of Supplementary Table 1 demonstrates,

the range of amyloid-b plaque severity within a given Thal

amyloid phase. Braak NFT stage differed across Thal amyl-

oid phase (P5 0.001, chi-square), as shown by Fig. 2. A

Braak NFT stage of 5IV is consistent with NFTs restricted

to limbic regions and not yet involving cortical regions

(Braak and Braak, 1991). The proportion of cases with

Braak 5IV by Thal amyloid phase was: Phase 0 = 97%,

Phase 1 = 92%, Phase 2 = 89%, Phase 3 = 76%, Phase

4 = 41%, and Phase 5 = 6%.

Clinicopathological associations with
Thal amyloid phase

Given the higher proportion of Braak NFT stage 5IV in

the latter Thal amyloid phases, clinicopathological group-

wise comparisons of Mayo Clinic Jacksonville Alzheimer’s

disease cases were analysed across Thal amyloid Phases 3

to 5. Alzheimer’s disease cases in Thal amyloid Phase 3

were older at death, but did not differ with respect to

gender or education (Table 1). The presence of an

APOE-"4 allele did not differ across Alzheimer’s disease

cases in Thal amyloid Phase 3–5; however, when genotype

frequency was considered, cases with Thal amyloid Phase 3

had a lower frequency of APOE-"3"4 and APOE-"4"4.

Brain weight was higher and Braak NFT stage was lower

in Thal amyloid Phase 3. The presence of TDP-43 and

vascular disease did not differ across Alzheimer’s disease

cases in Thal amyloid Phases 3–5. The presence of co-

existing Lewy body disease pathology was lower in Phase

3, amygdala predominant Lewy bodies was more common

with increasing phase, and diffuse Lewy body disease

Figure 1 Stereotypic progression of plaques in Thal amyloid phase. Regional distribution of thioflavin-S plaque counts by Thal amyloid

phase from the Mayo Clinic Jacksonville brain bank series (n = 3618). From left to right, three association cortices, two primary cortices, and

three allocortical (hippocampal) regions are displayed. The 3D distribution plots of median thioflavin-S plaque counts across Thal phase 0–5

demonstrate the incremental involvement of subsequent regions. Note the striking difference between involvement of association cortices and

allocortices throughout each phase. Senile plaque counts were maximally counted to 50 per 3 mm2 using a �10 objective.
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was more frequent in Thal amyloid Phase 4. The three

Alzheimer’s disease subtypes classified by NFT distribution

(i.e. hippocampal sparing, typical, and limbic predominant)

(Murray et al., 2011) did not show differences in Thal

amyloid phase (all: median Thal = 5, P = 0.120).

Table 1 displays the clinical characteristics of Mayo

Clinic Jacksonville Alzheimer’s disease cases with Thal

amyloid Phases 3–5. Cases with Thal amyloid Phase 5

Alzheimer’s disease were younger at onset, had a longer

disease duration and lower final score on the MMSE.

Three linear regression models were constructed to account

for the ability of Thal amyloid phase and Braak NFT stage

to predict age of onset of cognitive symptoms, disease dur-

ation, and final MMSE score (Table 2). Significant vari-

ables from the univariate analyses of demographic and

neuropathologic characteristics were used as covariates in

each model: age at death, brain weight, number of APOE-

"4 alleles, and the presence of Lewy body disease.

Education was additionally included as a covariate when

predicting MMSE final score (O’Connor et al., 1989). After

controlling for each covariate, Braak NFT stage remained

the significant predictor and not Thal amyloid phase.

Impressively, Model 1 accounted for 84% of the variability

in age of onset in this autopsied Alzheimer’s disease cohort,

with Braak NFT stage showing a 1.2 year younger age of

onset for each increasing Braak NFT stage (adjusted

P50.001). Model 2 accounted for 18% of the variance

in disease duration, with Braak NFT stage showing a 1.3

year longer disease duration for each increasing Braak NFT

stage (adjusted P5 0.001). Model 3 accounted for 26% of

the variance in MMSE, with each increasing Braak NFT

stage showing nearly five points lower on the MMSE for

each increasing Braak NFT stage (adjusted P5 0.001).

Association of PiB-PET retention and
neuropathological measures

Mayo Clinic Rochester participants who had an ante-

mortem PiB-PET within 2 years of death (median 1.3,

range 0.2–2.0) were assessed for Thal amyloid phase.

Subject characteristics are described in Table 3 and PiB-

PET images from a representative participant are shown

in Fig. 3 for each Thal phase. Of the 35 participants who

came to autopsy, 20% were considered PiB-negative as

they were below the SUV ratio cut-off point of 1.4 when

cerebellar grey and white matter was used as the normal-

ization reference region (Rowe et al., 2007). There was

no difference in age at death, gender, or education between

PiB-negative and PiB-positive cases. PiB-positive cases

were more frequently APOE-"4 positive. Brain weight

and coexisting vascular disease, or Lewy body disease

did not differ between the PiB-negative and PiB-positive

autopsied participants. Thal amyloid phase, Braak

NFT stage, CERAD ‘neuritic’ plaque score, and cerebral

amyloid angiopathy, however, were higher in PiB-positive

cases.

Figure 2 Proportion of Braak NFT stage by Thal amyloid phase in Mayo Clinic Jacksonville Brain Bank. The proportion of each

Braak NFT stages from the total for each Thal amyloid phase (found above each bar), was plotted across Thal amyloid Phase 0–5. The proportion of

cases with Braak 5IV by Thal amyloid phase was: Phase 0 = 3%, Phase 1 = 8%, Phase 2 = 11%, Phase 3 = 24%, Phase 4 = 59%, and Phase 5 = 94%.
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Correspondence of ante-mortem
PiB-PET SUV ratio cut-off point with
neuropathologic measures

PiB-positivity using the 1.4 cut-off point demonstrated that

this threshold occurs between Thal Phase 1 and Thal Phase

2—with the only Thal 0 outlier found right at the cut-off

point with a PiB-PET SUV ratio of 1.40 exactly

(Supplementary Fig. 2). Given the range of plaque density

within each Thal amyloid phase (Supplementary Table 1),

findings from the large Mayo Clinic Jacksonville Brain

Bank were used to gain a broader perspective of Thal

Table 1 Demographic and neuropathologic characteristics of Mayo Clinic Jacksonville Alzheimer’s disease brain

bank cases by Thal amyloid phase

Characteristic (n = 1375) Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

Number (%) 106 (8%) 143 (10%) 1126 (82%)

Demographic characteristics

Age, years 83 (77,88) 80 (75,85) 80 (73,86) 50.001

Females (%) 52 (49%) 75 (52%) 623 (55%) 0.402

Education, years 16 (12,16) 13 (12,16) 4 (12,16) 0.145

APOE-"4 presence (%) 40/79 (51%) 63/101 (64%) 501/834 (60%) 0.219

APOE-"4 frequency (%) 0.004

0 alleles (%) 39/78 (49%) 38/101 (38%) 333 (40%)

1 allele (%) 31/78 (39%) 37/101 (36%) 393 (47%)

2 alleles (%) 9/78 (11%) 25/101 (26%) 108 (13%)

Neuropathologic characteristics

Brain weight, g 1120 (1020,1220) 1080 (1000,1180) 1030 (920, 1140) 50.001

Braak NFT stage IV-V (IV,V) V (V,VI) VI (V,VI) 50.001

TARDBP + /total (%) 17/68 (25%) 25/82 (30%) 212/723 (29%) 0.723

Vascular disease/total (%) 32/106 (30%) 38/143 (27%) 300/1126 (27%) 0.730

LBD (%) 0.015

None (%) 68 (64%) 85 (59%) 689 (61%)

ALB (%) 8 (8%) 16 (11%) 167 (15%)

BLBD or TLBD (%) 9 (8%) 12 (8%) 129 (11%)

DLBD (%) 21 (20%) 30 (21%) 141 (13%)

Clinical characteristics

Age of onset, years 76 (70,81) 73 (66,79) 70 (62,77) 50.001b

Disease duration, years 7 (6,9) 8 (6,10) 9 (6,12) 50.001b

MMSE final score, pointsa 17 (12,20) 16 (8,21) 12 (6,19) 0.018b

LBD = Lewy body disease; ALB = amygdala predominant Lewy bodies; BLBD = brainstem LBD; TLBD = transitional LBD; DLBD = diffuse LBD.

Data are median (25th, 75th), n (% of phase), or n/N (% of phase). Group-wise comparisons were done with the Kruskal-Wallis for continuous values and chi-square test for

categorical values.
aScore assessed within 3 years of death (final).
bMultiple linear regression modelling when adjusted for Braak NFT stage showed no significant differences across Thal amyloid phase (Table 2).

Table 2 Clinicopathologic characteristics and multiple linear regression modelling of Alzheimer’s disease brain bank

cases by Thal amyloid phase

Characteristic Model 1: Age of onset Model 2: Disease duration Model 3: MMSE final scorea

Independent variables 0.26

Thal amyloid phase 0.088 0.75 0.056 0.84 �3.82 0.59

Braak NFT stage �1.2 _0.001 1.2 _0.001 �4.7 _0.001

Confounding variables

Age at death 0.94 50.001 0.055 0.001 0.032 0.60

Brain weight 0.0082 50.001 �0.0083 50.001 0.011 0.010

APOE-"4 �0.33 0.14 0.39 0.070 1.2 0.15

LBD presence �0.67 0.031 0.79 0.009 �0.95 0.42

LBD = Lewy body disease.
aMMSE final score was additionally adjusted for education.
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amyloid Phase 1–2 cases. Consideration of amyloid-b
plaque density regarding Alzheimer’s disease pathologic

diagnosis will be 30 plaques per �10 field—following rec-

ommendations from Khachaturian (1985) criteria. Of the

600 Thal amyloid Phase 1–2 cases, 416 (69%) had insuf-

ficient plaque pathology for Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis

(i.e. 530 plaques/field), with only 22/416 having a Braak

NFT stage 5IV (i.e. tangle predominant dementia cases)

Table 3 Demographic and clinicopathologic characteristics of autopsied participants

with ante-mortem PiB-PET within 2 years of death

Characteristic (n = 35) PiB SUV ratio5 1.4

Number (% of phase) 7 (20%) 28 (80%)

Demographic characteristics

Age at death, years 77 (74, 86) 81 (77, 89)

Females (% of phase) 3 (43%) 8 (28%)

Education, years 18 (13, 19) 16 (13, 18)

APOE-"4 presence (%)* 0 (0%) 15 (56%)

Neuropathological characteristics

Brain weight, g 1269 (1188, 1355) 1363 (1213, 1445)

Thal amyloid phase 0 (0, 0) 4 (3, 4)

Braak NFT stage II (I, III) IV (II, VI)

CERAD ‘neuritic’ plaque score 0 (0, 0) 2 (1.5, 2.5)

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy score 0 (0, 0) 1.5 (1, 2)

Vascular disease/total (%) 2 (28%) 14 (50%)

LBD (% of phase) 1 (14%) 8 (28%)

Clinicoradiologic characteristics

PiB-PET, SUV ratio 1.30 (1.28, 1.41) 2.09 (1.55, 2.42)

Age at PET scan, years 75 (73, 84) 81 (75, 88)

Time to death from PET scan, years 1.68 (140, 1.86) 1.20 (0.82, 1.62)

CDR global score 0 (0, 3) 0.5 (0, 3)

CDR sum of boxes score 0 (0, 14) 3.5 (0, 10)

MMSE final score, points 27 (24, 28) 23 (16, 27)

CDR = Clinical Dementia Rating scale; LBD = Lewy body disease.

Data are median (25th, 75th), n (% of phase), or n/N (%).

Pairwise comparisons were done with the Wilcoxon rank sum test for median values and chi-square test for categorical values.

Figure 3 Comparison of 11C-PiB SUV ratio images across each Thal amyloid phase. The PiB-PET SUV ratio values can be found

below each Thal amyloid phase. Representative axial, sagittal, and coronal slices from PiB-PET of six Mayo Clinic Rochester participants’ shows

increasing PiB-positivity with each subsequent Thal amyloid phase. All example images are spatially and intensity normalized. The heat map index

(left) shows the start of green at a SUV ratio level of 1.4, which is the cut-off point used to assess PiB-positivity. Of note, cerebellar PiB-PETuptake

in Thal amyloid Phase 5 is not visible as this is the region used to normalize the scan. SUVR = SUV ratio.
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(Janocko et al., 2012). Of the 184 (31%) Thal amyloid

Phase 1–2 cases with sufficient plaques for Alzheimer’s dis-

ease diagnosis, 155 are Braak NFT stage 5IV (i.e. patho-

logical ageing cases) (Murray and Dickson, 2014) and only

29 are Braak 5IV (i.e. advanced Alzheimer’s disease cases).

The autopsied PiB-PET participants at incremental ranges

of PiB SUV ratio values and by distribution of neuropatho-

logic severity are shown in Table 4 using the collapsed

NIA-AA recommended neuropathologic criteria for

Alzheimer’s disease, where ‘A’ represents Thal amyloid

phase, ‘B’ Braak NFT stage, and ‘C’ CERAD neuritic

plaque score.

PiB-PET SUV ratio values differed across Thal amyloid

Phases 0–5 and cerebral amyloid angiopathy severity scores

(Supplementary Table 2). A multiple linear regression

model of cortical PiB-PET SUV ratio (dependent variable)

examined whether Thal amyloid phase, Braak NFT stage,

CERAD ‘neuritic’ plaque score, or severity of cerebral

amyloid angiopathy was predictive of higher PiB binding.

After adjusting for APOE-"4 status, time between PET scan

to death, and age at PET scan the model accounted for

68% of the variability in PiB-PET SUV ratio. For every

increase in Thal amyloid phase, the model predicted an

increase of 0.16 SUV ratio units (Table 5). None of the

other neuropathological variables predicted PiB-PET SUV

ratio. Modelled after the NIA-AA designations (Hyman

et al., 2012), Table 4 shows ‘ABCD’ criteria—

incorporating both recommended Alzheimer’s disease neu-

ropathologic measures and likelihood of dementia with

Lewy bodies neuropathologic classification (McKeith

et al., 2005). Of the n = 7 cases who have a PiB-PET

SUV ratio5 1.4, all n = 7 were Thal Phase 0 (A0) or

Thal Phase 1 and 2 (A1) and CERAD none (C0) or

Table 4 Distribution of autopsied PiB-PET participants at each given range of SUV ratio values

PiB SUV

ratio

N Thal amyloid phase Braak NFT stage CERAD ‘neuritic’ score DLB likelihood Clinical diagnosis

A0 A1 A2 A3 B0 B1 B2 B3 C0 C1 C2 C3 D0 D1 D2 D3 CN MCI AD DLB Other

1.10 – 1.19 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FTD

1.20 – 1.29 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

1.30 – 1.39 4 3 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 FTD

1.40 – 1.49 5 1 3 1 0 0 4 0 3 0 2 0 4 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 0

1.50 – 1.59 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0

1.60 – 1.69 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1.70 – 1.79 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

1.80 – 1.89 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

2.00 – 2.09 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

2.10 – 2.19 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

2.20 – 2.29 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

2.30 – 2.39 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

2.40 – 2.49 3 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 CBS

2.50 – 2.59 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0

2.60 – 2.69 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

2.90 – 2.99 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

The 1.4 PiB-PET cut-off point is used to compare differences in NIA-AA ‘ABC’ neuropathologic criteria, dementia with Lewy bodies neuropathologic classification, and clinical

diagnosis at the time of PET scanning between PiB-positive and PiB-negative patients.

CERAD = Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease; DLB = dementia with Lewy bodies; CN = cognitively normal; MCI = mild cognitive impairment;

AD = Alzheimer’s disease; CBD = corticobasal syndrome; FTD = frontotemporal dementia.

Coloured boxed numbers correspond to number of cases per range of PiB SUV ratio and clinicopathological information column. There are no autopsied cases with an ante-mortem

PiB SUV ratio 1.9 – 1.99 and 2.70 – 2.89.

According to NIA-AA criteria (Hyman et al., 2012) Thal amyloid phase: A0 = Phase 0, A1 = Phase 1 or 2, A2 = Phase 3, A3 = Phase 4 or 5; Braak NFT stage: B0 = Stage 0, B1 = Stage

1 or 2, B2 = Stage 3 or 4, B3 = Stage 5 or 6, CERAD neuritic score: C0 = absent, C1 = sparse, C2 = moderate, C3 = frequent. Dementia with Lewy bodies likelihood was patterned

after the NIA-AA scheme and presented based on recommendations from the DLB consortium (McKeith et al., 2005).

Table 5 Multiple linear regression modelling of

PiB-PET SUV ratio values and Alzheimer’s

disease neuropathologic change for Mayo Clinic

Rochester study participants autopsied within

2 years of death

Characteristic b-coefficient P-value Adjusted-

R2

Independent variables 0.675

Thal amyloid phase 0.16 0.007

Braak NFT stage 0.066 0.224

CERAD ‘neuritic’

plaque score

0.078 0.502

Cerebral amyloid

angiopathy score

�0.053 0.412

Confounding variables

APOE-"4 presence 0.11 0.403

Time to death from

PET scan

0.15 0.163

Age at PET scan 0.000054 0.992
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CERAD sparse (C1)—with a sensitivity of 86% for predict-

ing PiB-negativity for both measures. Of the n = 28 that

have a PiB 51.4, only n = 1 was a Thal Phase 0 (A0),

whereas n = 4 were CERAD none (C0). Thus, the sensitiv-

ity of predicting PiB-positivity measured by Thal amyloid

phase was 96% and by CERAD was 86%. Of the n = 8

cases with coexisting Lewy body disease pathology, all

were classified as intermediate (D2) and high likelihood

of dementia with Lewy bodies (D3); and all were found

to be PiB-positive. Five of the cases with Lewy body disease

were clinically diagnosed as dementia with Lewy bodies;

and three were clinically diagnosed as Alzheimer’s disease

and showed the highest PiB-PET uptake.

Discussion
Using quantitative data from more than 3500 autopsied

Mayo Clinic Jacksonville brains, our findings demonstrate

each progressive Thal amyloid phase shows a steady in-

crease in the proportion of cases with a Braak NFT stage

5IV (i.e. cortical tau involvement). This is of particular

clinical importance given the high degree of association be-

tween NFT accumulation and cognitive decline (Duyckaerts

et al., 1997; Bennett et al., 2004; Sabbagh et al., 2010;

Nelson et al., 2012). In a subset of �1500 autopsy-con-

firmed Alzheimer’s disease brains, we show that although

Thal amyloid phase highly correlates with age of onset,

disease duration, and MMSE final score; these associations

were driven by Braak NFT stage. Using a separate pro-

spectively-followed Mayo Clinic Rochester cohort, this

study confirms previous findings that ante-mortem PiB

binding is associated with accumulation of underlying

amyloid-b neuropathology (Lockhart et al., 2007;

Ikonomovic et al., 2008; Driscoll et al., 2012). More im-

portantly, to the best of our knowledge it demonstrates for

the first time that cortical PiB SUV ratio values significantly

associate with Thal amyloid phase (Thal et al., 2002), but

not with Braak NFT stage (Braak and Braak, 1991),

CERAD ‘neuritic’ plaque score (Mirra et al., 1991), or se-

verity of cerebral amyloid angiopathy using multiple linear

regression analysis. In this series of 35 autopsied partici-

pants with ante-mortem PiB-PET within 2 years of death, a

cut-off point value of 1.4 SUV ratio units corresponds to

Thal amyloid Phase 1–2.

Our observations reaffirm the concept that amyloid-b
burden itself is not the proximate causal pathology for cog-

nitive decline. There have now been many studies of the

association between cognition and amyloid-b accumulation

at different points along the Alzheimer’s disease spectrum

(Morris et al., 1996; Schmitt et al., 2000; Knopman et al.,

2003; Petersen et al., 2006; Price et al., 2009; Maarouf

et al., 2011; Mathis et al., 2013). The generally modest

relationship can be understood by the imaging-pathological

associations described in this study. Abnormal accumula-

tion of amyloid-b and NFT pathology likely occurs in par-

allel with one another, eventually resulting in incompletely

understood crosstalk between the pathologies. The initial

sites of neuropathologic insults greatly differ between the

two proteins with amyloid-b found in the cortex 10–15

years before cognitive decline (Price and Morris, 1999)

and NFTs found in brainstem structures of individuals in

their 20’s and 30’s (Braak et al., 2011). Although cortical

accumulation of amyloid-b was considered sufficient to in-

fluence the risk of clinical Alzheimer’s disease, we and

others demonstrate that NFT accumulation mediates the

contribution of amyloid-b pathology to cognitive decline

(Bennett et al., 2004). To the extent that rising levels of

cerebral amyloid-b are associated with higher Braak NFT

stages, and that Braak NFT stage is more strongly linked to

cognition—the relationship between amyloid-b accumula-

tion and cognition can be seen as rather noisy.

Thal amyloid phase describes a progressive stereo-

typic topographic distribution of amyloid-b plaque path-

ology (Thal et al., 2002; Alafuzoff et al., 2009).

Neuropathologically diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease cases

are typically found in Thal amyloid Phase 3–5 (Thal

et al., 2002; Hyman et al., 2012; Montine et al., 2012).

Thal amyloid Phase 3 Alzheimer’s disease cases are older at

death, have a lower genotype frequency of APOE-"4,

larger brain weights, lower Braak NFT stage, and infre-

quent co-existing Lewy body disease. Atypical distributions

of NFT pathology are known to disproportionately affect

neocortex relative to limbic regions and vice versa in

�25% of Alzheimer’s disease cases (Galton et al., 2000;

Alladi et al., 2007; Murray et al., 2011; Whitwell et al.,

2012). There were no differences, however, in Thal amyl-

oid phase across atypical and typical Alzheimer’s disease

subtypes. This finding supports ante-mortem PiB-PET stu-

dies that demonstrate amyloid-b binding is widely distrib-

uted in sporadic Alzheimer’s disease without focal

involvement (Lehmann et al., 2013; Laforce et al.,
2014)—with the exception of cases with posterior cortical

atrophy (Crutch et al., 2012; Ossenkoppele et al., 2014).

Previous studies showed evidence that PiB may bind to

vessels laden with amyloid, which was attributed to reten-

tion of the PiB compound in cerebral amyloid angiopathy

(Johnson et al., 2007; Lockhart et al., 2007; Ikonomovic

et al., 2008). Thus, in addition to Thal amyloid phase, we

examined the contribution of cerebral amyloid angiopathy

severity. Significant group-wise differences are found across

Thal amyloid phases and cerebral amyloid angiopathy se-

verity scores. Unlike the linear association of PiB SUV ratio

values and Thal amyloid phase, PiB SUV ratio values first

increase dramatically from none to mild cerebral amyloid

angiopathy and then decrease in cases with moderate and

severe amyloid angiopathy. We show for the first time that

Thal amyloid phase is the sole predictor of PiB SUV ratio

values, but not Braak NFT stage, CERAD ‘neuritic’ plaque

score, or cerebral amyloid angiopathy using linear regres-

sion modelling. This is an important finding given the pre-

vious suggestions of PiB binding to vascular amyloid-b
deposits and weak binding to a subset of extracellular

ghost NFTs (Johnson et al., 2007; Lockhart et al., 2007;
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Ikonomovic et al., 2008). Our cortical PiB-PET SUV ratio

values, however, are derived from a meta-region of interest

that does not include the occipital lobe. Given the predom-

inance of cerebral amyloid angiopathy in the occipital lobe,

visual grading of PiB-PET scans should be performed with

the concept that greater occipital-to-global PiB ratio may

occur in patients with Alzheimer’s disease dementia with

suspected cerebral amyloid angiopathy (Johnson et al.,

2007; Kantarci et al., 2013). Our study supports findings

of variable agreement between CERAD ‘neuritic’ plaque

score and in vivo PiB binding (Sojkova et al., 2011).

Moreover, our data show that Thal amyloid phase remains

the significant predictor of PiB SUV ratio adding new in-

sight to the contribution of diffuse plaque pathology to

increasing PiB retention in the presence of other forms of

amyloid-b pathology. Progressive accumulation of PiB-PET

binding with each increasing Thal amyloid phase is evident

in Fig. 3 with the caveat of cerebellar PiB-PET retention.

Cerebellar amyloid is characterized as diffuse amyloid-b
plaque pathology in the molecular layer that only weakly

binds PiB-PET ligands (Ikonomovic et al., 2008; Niedowicz

et al., 2012) with less frequent deposition of cored plaques

in the Purkinje cell layer (Joachim et al., 1989). Weak bind-

ing is compounded by the fact that the cerebellum is rou-

tinely used as the PiB-PET reference region.

A PiB SUV ratio cut-off point of 1.4 is consistent with a

90% sensitivity of clinically diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease

subjects with an abnormal PET scan using our pipeline

(Jack et al., 2014). We demonstrate that the 1.4 PiB cut-off

point corresponds to a Thal amyloid Phase 1–2 or A1 in the

Mayo Clinic Rochester series of autopsied PiB-PET partici-

pants. Based on our brain bank findings, the PiB-PET cut-off

point corresponding to Thal amyloid Phase 1–2 will likely

comprise patients with insufficient NFT pathology for neu-

ropathologic diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (i.e. lacking

cortical NFTs at Braak NFT stage 5IV); but all will have

accumulation of cortical amyloid-b plaques transitioning

from insufficient to sufficient for neuropathological diagnosis

of Alzheimer’s disease. Amyloid-b pathology is known to

modulate cholinergic activity in the cortex by altering neuro-

trophic signalling in Alzheimer’s disease (Yaar et al., 1997;

Bulbarelli et al., 2009). Increasing evidence, however, sug-

gests that neurotrophic signalling is not affected by amyl-

oid-b pathology in the prodromal stages of Alzheimer’s

disease dementia (Perez et al., 2015). A longitudinal PiB

study in individuals without dementia shows that higher

PiB retention associates with cognitive decline in verbal

memory, thus tracking well with disease progression

(Resnick et al., 2010). Taking these studies into account,

our data provide neuropathologic support for therapeutic

intervention prior to crossing the threshold to PiB-positiv-

ity—when patients are still in Thal amyloid Phases 0 and

early Phase 1, but lack significant cortical NFT pathology.

Future studies should consider topographic differences with

relation to stereotyped progression in Thal amyloid phase in

order to elucidate subtle differences that may distinguish in-

dividuals who meet criteria for Thal amyloid Phase 1–2, but

lack significant neurodegeneration (e.g. cortical NFTs) and

perhaps use lower thresholds for PiB SUV ratio if the goal is

to identify individuals at early stages of the Alzheimer’s dis-

ease for preventive interventions.

The strengths of our study include the large number of sub-

jects with pathologically confirmed Alzheimer’s type path-

ology from our brain bank series, which we use to inform

our interpretations of 35 prospectively-followed autopsied pa-

tients with ante-mortem PiB-PET scans. No previous study

that investigated pathologic correlates of PiB binding at-

tempted to address the relevance of PiB cut-off point values

with respect to Thal amyloid phase. We also accounted for

other potential pathologic and demographic confounders,

including APOE-"4 status, age at PET scan, time between

PET scan to death, and brain weight—accounting for 68%

of the variability in PiB-PET SUV ratio values in this cohort.

Limitations of our study include the fact that our regres-

sion analysis of PiB-PET did not allow us to take into

account non-linearity between time of scan and death.

PiB-PET binding in patients with Alzheimer’s disease de-

mentia, however, does not increase appreciably over 2

years; (Engler et al., 2006) and annual change within 1

year does not differ among cognitively normal, mild cogni-

tive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease dementia patients

(Jack et al., 2009). Regardless, we included time of scan-to-

death as a covariate, and limited scan-to-death interval to 2

years in an attempt to control for any higher PiB SUV ratio

that occurred prior to death. Another limitation is that our

large series with Alzheimer’s type pathology is a brain bank

sample of convenience with retrospective clinical data ab-

straction. Our finding that Braak NFT stage and not Thal

amyloid phase drives differences in clinical course should

be confirmed in a prospectively followed cohort. Although

our PiB-PET cohort is one of the largest to be autopsied

within 2 years of scanning, we recognize the limitation of

generalizability from a sample size of 35. Moreover, repli-

cation in other cohorts and with other amyloid imaging

compounds is warranted.

This study shows that cortical PiB-PET values are a good

biomarker of underlying accumulation of amyloid-b stereo-

typed by Thal amyloid phase, and hence support their use

for prescreening patients for inclusion in clinical trials. Thal

amyloid phase significantly associates with variables of clin-

ical course (i.e. age of onset, disease duration, and peri-

mortem MMSE score); however, association with Thal

amyloid phase did not remain significant after accounting

for Braak NFT stage. Thus, the findings from this study

suggest that therapeutic trials targeting clinical course

may additionally benefit from using a multimodal approach

that combines PiB-PET with a neurodegeneration bio-

marker (e.g. structural MRI, CSF).
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